Cancellation terms
Every participant have right to cancel his participation in the project. Like the organizer has
the right to cancel the project in the scheduled day.
However, depending on severity level of the cancellation chosen by Organizer and the time
interval between the time of cancellation, and the project start time, the following percentage of
reserve ammount (service fee is not included) returning to initiator of cancellation:

Cancelation before

1 month

1 week

24 hours
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Not strict

100%

100%

50%

2

Strict

100%

50%

0%

3

Very strict

70%

0%

0%

The rest of the reserve amount of the cancellation initiator returning to the account of affected side.
Those. I.e. if Artist cancel the reservation, the remainder of his reserve is adding to the account of
Organizer. If Orginizer cancel the project - the remainders of Organizer reserves, which was defined
and reserved for each Artist added to the relevant Artist.
The reserve of side, suffered from cancellation fully returning to his balance in any case(except
service fee).
* If you understand that you will not be able to work on the project after committing your
participation, the service is strongly recommended to cancel the booking, but not silently pass them,
even if the return part is 0%, and to do so as soon as possible, giving time to the organizer or artist
to find a replacement / change plans.
The Artist who missed a project (as well as the Organizer, who did not organize sceduled project)
recieving 0/5 for all of 4th primary estimates, affecting the overall rating.
The artist who cancelled his participation in the project (as well as the Organizer who canceled the
project), made it on time and with the severity level of the cancellation of this project with 0%
reserve percentage return, recieve 2/5 for all of 4th primary estimates, affecting the overall rating.
Cancellations on time and with the severity level of the cancellation of this project with non-zero
reserve percentage return no estimates would be given so rating would not affected.
Transferring project to another day with all the rights and responsibilities of the parties and the
control of their implementation by the Service is only possible by closing the current project and
creation a new one.

